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food. Living in a tent even through brutal winters, he had survived by his wits and courage, developing
ingenious ways to store edibles and water, and to avoid freezing to death. He broke into nearby cottages for
food, clothing, reading material, and other provisions, taking only what he needed but terrifying a community
never able to solve the mysterious burglaries. Based on extensive interviews with Knight himself, this is a
vividly detailed account of his secluded life—why did he leave? what did he learn?—as well as the challenges
he has faced since returning to the world. It is a gripping story of survival that asks fundamental questions
about solitude, community, and what makes a good life, and a deeply moving portrait of a man who was
determined to live his own way, and succeeded.
Routledge Handbook of Political Advertising Christina Holtz-Bacha 2017-02-24 This Handbook provides
the most comprehensive overview of the role of electoral advertising on television and new forms of
advertising in countries from all parts of the world currently available. Thematic chapters address advertising
eﬀects, negative ads, the perspective of practitioners and gender role. Country chapters summarize research
on issues including political and electoral systems; history of ads; the content of ads; reception and eﬀects of
ads; regulation of political advertising on television and the Internet; ﬁnancing political advertising; and
prospects for the future. The Handbook conﬁrms that candidates spend the major part of their campaign
budget on television advertising. The US enjoys a special situation with almost no restrictions on electoral
advertising whereas other countries have regulation for the time, amount and sometimes even the content
of electoral advertising or they do not allow television advertising at all. The role that television advertising
plays in elections is dependent on the political, the electoral and the media context and can generally be
regarded as a reﬂection of the political culture of a country. The Internet is relatively unregulated and is the
channel of the future for political advertising in many countries
Focus On: 100 Most Popular Television Series by 20th Century Fox Television Wikipedia
contributors
Born of Lakes and Plains: Mixed-Descent Peoples and the Making of the American West Anne F. Hyde
2022-02-15 A fresh history of the West grounded in the lives of mixed-descent Native families who ﬁrst
bridged and then collided with racial boundaries. Often overlooked, there is mixed blood at the heart of
America. And at the heart of Native life for centuries there were complex households using intermarriage to
link disparate communities and create protective circles of kin. Beginning in the seventeenth century, Native
peoples—Ojibwes, Otoes, Cheyennes, Chinooks, and others—formed new families with young French,
English, Canadian, and American fur traders who spent months in smoky winter lodges or at boisterous
summer rendezvous. These families built cosmopolitan trade centers from Michilimackinac on the Great
Lakes to Bellevue on the Missouri River, Bent’s Fort in the southern Plains, and Fort Vancouver in the Paciﬁc
Northwest. Their family names are often imprinted on the landscape, but their voices have long been muted
in our histories. Anne F. Hyde’s pathbreaking history restores them in full. Vividly combining the panoramic
and the particular, Born of Lakes and Plains follows ﬁve mixed-descent families whose lives intertwined major
events: imperial battles over the fur trade; the ﬁrst extensions of American authority west of the
Appalachians; the ravages of imported disease; the violence of Indian removal; encroaching American
settlement; and, following the Civil War, the disasters of Indian war, reservations policy, and allotment.
During the pivotal nineteenth century, mixed-descent people who had once occupied a middle ground
became a racial problem drawing hostility from all sides. Their identities were challenged by the pseudoscience of blood quantum—the instrument of allotment policy—and their traditions by the Indian schools
established to erase Native ways. As Anne F. Hyde shows, they navigated the hard choices they faced as
they had for centuries: by relying on the rich resources of family and kin. Here is an indelible western history
with a new human face.
Online Terrorist Propaganda, Recruitment, and Radicalization John R. Vacca 2019-07-30 Online Terrorist
Propaganda, Recruitment, and Radicalization is most complete treatment of the rapidly growing
phenomenon of how terrorists’ online presence is utilized for terrorism funding, communication, and
recruitment purposes. The book oﬀers an in-depth coverage of the history and development of online
"footprints" to target new converts, broaden their messaging, and increase their inﬂuence. Chapters present
the emergence of various groups; the advancement of terrorist groups’ online presences; their utilization of
video, chat room, and social media; and the current capability for propaganda, training, and recruitment.
With contributions from leading experts in the ﬁeld—including practitioners and terrorism researchers—the
coverage moves from general factors to speciﬁc groups practices as relate to Islamic State of Iraq and the
Levant (ISIL), and numerous other groups. Chapters also examine the lone wolf phenomenon as a part of the
disturbing trend of self-radicalization. A functional, real-world approach is used regarding the classiﬁcation of
the means and methods by which an online presence is often utilized to promote and support acts of
terrorism. Online Terrorist Propaganda, Recruitment, and Radicalization examines practical solutions in
identifying the threat posed by terrorist propaganda and U.S. government eﬀorts to counter it, with a
particular focus on ISIS, the Dark Web, national and international measures to identify, thwart, and prosecute
terrorist activities online. As such, it will be an invaluable resources for intelligence professionals, terrorism
and counterterrorism professionals, those researching terrorism funding, and policy makers looking to
restrict the spread of terrorism propaganda online.
History of Monmouth County, New Jersey Franklin Ellis 2018-10-12 This work has been selected by scholars
as being culturally important and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it. This work is in
the public domain in the United States of America, and possibly other nations. Within the United States, you
may freely copy and distribute this work, as no entity (individual or corporate) has a copyright on the body of
the work. Scholars believe, and we concur, that this work is important enough to be preserved, reproduced,
and made generally available to the public. To ensure a quality reading experience, this work has been
proofread and republished using a format that seamlessly blends the original graphical elements with text in
an easy-to-read typeface. We appreciate your support of the preservation process, and thank you for being
an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant.
Inexplicable Jerry Pattengale, Ph.D. 2020-01-20 The name of Jesus and his teachings captured peoples hearts
and minds throughout much of the world long before Christianity was legal. Long before armies and
governments protected or supported it, and then long after Emperor Constantines reign as many leaders
misused it for their own gains or religious views. Christianity also survived brutal persecutions during many
centuries, including the present. Its growth seems inexplicable. While there are innumerable possible
explanations for this, in the ﬁnal analysis there are relatively few viable answers. One leading contender is
that there really is something to the mystical power of the Holy Spirit, and the life-changing message of Jesus
recorded in the New Testament. Another is, at the least billions of people have held passionate beliefs in
Jesuss miraculous powers over life and death, and his eternal promises. The Pew Research Centers recent
work supports the claim that Christianity is the only religion in the world with a major presence on every
continent. Inexplicable traces this remarkable spread of Jesuss followers, including many of the heroic
actions from those believing in his deity, and those horriﬁc actions of those misusing his teachings. The
Gospels journey is ongoing, and its story remains an engaging one. From Coptic monasteries and the Roman
Colosseum to a small church in Franklin, Tennessee or mega churches in Laos or Seoul, its a rich narrative.
Whether standing in the Sistine Chapel, looking at a Nestorian stone in China, or a Christian school in Kigali,
this narrative continues and here we provide its historic context.
Focus On: 100 Most Popular Fox Network Shows Wikipedia contributors
Cultural Sexism Savigny, Heather 2020-06-24 How does gendered power work? How does it circulate? How
does it become embedded? And most importantly, how can we challenge it? Heather Savigny highlights ﬁve
key traits of cultural sexism – violence, silencing, disciplining, meritocracy and masculinity – prevalent across
the media, entertainment and cultural industries that keep sexist values ﬁrmly within popular consciousness.
She traces the development of key feminist thinkers before demonstrating how the normalization of
misogyny in popular media, culture, news and politics perpetuates patriarchal values within our everyday
social and cultural landscape. She argues that we need to understand why #MeToo was necessary in the ﬁrst
place in order to bring about impactful, lasting and meaningful change.
Creativity, Inc. Ed Catmull 2014-04-08 From a co-founder of Pixar Animation Studios—the Academy
Award–winning studio behind Coco, Inside Out, and Toy Story—comes an incisive book about creativity in

Burning Man Jennifer Raiser 2016-08-01 Experience the scorching art of Burning Man with this visual history,
now updated through 2015! Every August, tens of thousands of participants gather to celebrate artistic
expression in Nevada's barren Black Rock Desert. This vastly inhospitable location, called the playa, is the
site of Burning Man, where, within a 9-mile fence, artists called Burners create a temporary city devoted to
art and participation. Braving extreme elements, over two hundred wildly ambitious works of art are created
and intended to delight, provoke, involve, or amaze. In 2015, over 70,000 people attended-the highest
number ever allowed on the playa. As Burning Man has created new context, new categories of art have
emerged since its inception, including Art to Ride, Collaborative Art, and of course, Art to Burn. "Burning
Man: Art on Fire" is an authorized collection of some of the most stunning examples of Burning Man art, now
updated to include the most recent installations, through 2015. Experience the amazing sculptures, art,
stories, and interviews from the world's greatest gathering of artists. Get lost in a rich gallery of images
showcasing the best examples of playa art with over 200 photos. Interviews with the artists reveal not only
their motivation to create art speciﬁcally for Burning Man, but they also illuminate the dramatic eﬀorts it took
to create their pieces. Featuring the incredible photography of long-time Burning Man photographers, Sidney
Erthal and Scott London, an introduction from Burning Man founder Larry Harvey, and a foreword from Will
Chase, this stunning slipcased edition allows Burners and enthusiasts alike to have a piece of Burning Man
with them all year around.
Ode to a Tenor Titan Bill Milkowski 2021-10-01 After John Coltrane, there was no more revered and
profoundly inﬂuential saxophonist on the planet than Michael Brecker. For those coming of age in the 1970s,
during that transitional decade when the boundaries between rock and jazz had begun to blur, Brecker stood
as a transcendent ﬁgure. He was their Trane. Ode to a Tenor Titan follows Michael's story from growing up in
Philadelphia, ﬁnding his tenor sax voice during his brief stint at Indiana University, making his move to New
York City in 1969 and taking the Big Apple by storm through the sheer power of his monstrous chops on the
instrument. A commanding voice in jazz for four decades, Brecker possessed peerless technique (a
byproduct of his remarkable work ethic and relentless woodshedding) and an uncanny ability to ﬁt into every
musical situation he encountered, whether it was as a ubiquitous studio musician (more than nine hundred
sessions) for such pop stars as Paul Simon, James Taylor, Bruce Springsteen, Todd Rundgren, Chaka Khan,
and Steely Dan; playing with seminal fusion bands like Dreams, Billy Cobham, and the Brecker Brothers; or
collaborating with the likes of Frank Zappa, Charles Mingus, Pat Metheny, and Herbie Hancock. But his
biggest triumphs came as a bandleader during the last twenty years of his career, when he produced some
of the most challenging, inspired, and visionary modern jazz recordings of his time. A preternaturally gifted
player whose facility seemed almost superhuman, he was also modest to a fault and universally beloved by
fellow musicians. After coming through a dark decade of heroin addiction, he turned his life around and
became a beacon for countless others to lead clean and sober lives. At the peak of his powers, he was struck
down by a rare preleukemic blood disease that sidelined him for two and a half years. He got oﬀ a sick bed to
make a heroic comeback with his swan song, Pilgrimage, which Pat Metheny called "one of the great codas in
modern music history" and which earned him a posthumous Grammy Award in 2007. Michael Brecker was a
player of tremendous heart and conviction as well a person of rare humility and kindness, and his story is
one for the ages.
Child Soldiers in the Western Imagination David M Rosen 2015-10-12 When we hear the term “child
soldiers,” most Americans imagine innocent victims roped into bloody conﬂicts in distant war-torn lands like
Sudan and Sierra Leone. Yet our own history is ﬁlled with examples of children involved in warfare—from
adolescent prisoner of war Andrew Jackson to Civil War drummer boys—who were once viewed as symbols of
national pride rather than signs of human degradation. In this daring new study, anthropologist David M.
Rosen investigates why our cultural perception of the child soldier has changed so radically over the past two
centuries. Child Soldiers in the Western Imagination reveals how Western conceptions of childhood as a
uniquely vulnerable and innocent state are a relatively recent invention. Furthermore, Rosen oﬀers an
illuminating history of how human rights organizations drew upon these sentiments to create the very term
“child soldier,” which they presented as the embodiment of war’s human cost. Filled with shocking historical
accounts and facts—and revealing the reasons why one cannot spell “infantry” without “infant”—Child
Soldiers in the Western Imagination seeks to shake us out of our pervasive historical amnesia. It challenges
us to stop looking at child soldiers through a biased set of idealized assumptions about childhood, so that we
can better address the realities of adolescents and pre-adolescents in combat. Presenting informative facts
while examining ﬁctional representations of the child soldier in popular culture, this book is both eye-opening
and thought-provoking.
Pantone on Fashion Pantone, LLC 2014-09-16 Follow global color authority Pantone on this vivid journey
through the rich history of color in fashion. Favorite hues and their appearances across the decades are
proﬁled in informative text and copiously illustrated by runway photos and archival images. Track Bright
Marigold from its heyday in the 1940s as Hermès' identifying hue to its showstopping appearance in Carolina
Herrera's Spring/Summer 2013 collection, and trace Cyber Yellow from 1960s mod style to Anna Sui's 1990s
punk-inspired looks. Complete with a survey of the industry-deﬁning PANTONE Color of the Year, PANTONE
on Fashion is the ultimate guide to the timeless shades the fashion world loves to love.
The Madness of Crowds Douglas Murray 2019-09-17 THE SUNDAY TIMES BESTSELLER A Times and Sunday
Times Book of the Year Updated with a new afterword by the author 'Douglas Murray ﬁghts the good ﬁght for
freedom of speech ... A truthful look at today's most divisive issues' – Jordan B. Peterson '[Murray's] latest
book is beyond brilliant and should be read, must be read, by everyone' – Richard Dawkins Are we living
through the great derangement of our times? In The Madness of Crowds Douglas Murray investigates the
dangers of 'woke' culture and the rise of identity politics. In lively, razor-sharp prose he examines the most
controversial issues of our moment: sexuality, gender, technology and race, with interludes on the Marxist
foundations of 'wokeness', the impact of tech and how, in an increasingly online culture, we must relearn the
ability to forgive. One of the few writers who dares to counter the prevailing view and question the dramatic
changes in our society – from gender reassignment for children to the impact of transgender rights on
women – Murray's penetrating book, now published with a new afterword taking account of the book's
reception and responding to the worldwide Black Lives Matter protests, clears a path of sanity through the
fog of our modern predicament.
Epidemiology Leon Gordis 2008-07-02 This popular book is written by the award-winning teacher, Dr. Leon
Gordis of the Bloomberg School of Public Health at Johns Hopkins University. He introduces the basic
principles and concepts of epidemiology in clear, concise writing and his inimitable style. This book provides
an understanding of the key concepts in the following 3 fully updated sections: Section I: The Epidemiologic
Approach to Disease and Intervention; Section II: Using Epidemiology to Identify the Causes of Disease;
Section III: Applying Epidemiology to Evaluation and Policy. Clear, practical graphs and charts, cartoons, and
review questions with answers reinforce the text and aid in comprehension. Utilizes new full-color format to
enhance readability and clarity. Provides new and updated ﬁgures, references and concept examples to keep
you absolutely current - new information has been added on Registration of Clinical Trials, Case-Cohort
Design, Case-Crossover Design, and Sources and Impact of Uncertainty (disease topics include: Obesity,
Asthma, Thyroid Cancer, Helicobacter Pylori and gastric/duodenal ulcer and gastric cancer, Mammography
for women in their forties) - expanded topics include Person-time. Please note: electronic rights were not
granted for several images in this product. Introduces both the underlying concepts as well as the practical
uses of epidemiology in public health and in clinical practice. Systemizes learning and review with study
questions in each section and an answer key and index. Illustrates textual information with clear and
informative full-color illustrations, many created by the author and tested in the classroom.
The Stranger in the Woods Michael Finkel 2017-03-07 Many people dream of escaping modern life, but most
will never act on it. This is the remarkable true story of a man who lived alone in the woods of Maine for 27
years, making this dream a reality—not out of anger at the world, but simply because he preferred to live on
his own. A New York Times bestseller In 1986, a shy and intelligent twenty-year-old named Christopher
Knight left his home in Massachusetts, drove to Maine, and disappeared into the forest. He would not have a
conversation with another human being until nearly three decades later, when he was arrested for stealing
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business and leadership for readers of Daniel Pink, Tom Peters, and Chip and Dan Heath. NEW YORK TIMES
BESTSELLER | NAMED ONE OF THE BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR BY The Huﬃngton Post • Financial Times •
Success • Inc. • Library Journal Creativity, Inc. is a manual for anyone who strives for originality and the ﬁrstever, all-access trip into the nerve center of Pixar Animation—into the meetings, postmortems, and
“Braintrust” sessions where some of the most successful ﬁlms in history are made. It is, at heart, a book
about creativity—but it is also, as Pixar co-founder and president Ed Catmull writes, “an expression of the
ideas that I believe make the best in us possible.” For nearly twenty years, Pixar has dominated the world of
animation, producing such beloved ﬁlms as the Toy Story trilogy, Monsters, Inc., Finding Nemo, The
Incredibles, Up, WALL-E, and Inside Out, which have gone on to set box-oﬃce records and garner thirty
Academy Awards. The joyousness of the storytelling, the inventive plots, the emotional authenticity: In some
ways, Pixar movies are an object lesson in what creativity really is. Here, in this book, Catmull reveals the
ideals and techniques that have made Pixar so widely admired—and so proﬁtable. As a young man, Ed
Catmull had a dream: to make the ﬁrst computer-animated movie. He nurtured that dream as a Ph.D.
student at the University of Utah, where many computer science pioneers got their start, and then forged a
partnership with George Lucas that led, indirectly, to his co-founding Pixar in 1986. Nine years later, Toy
Story was released, changing animation forever. The essential ingredient in that movie’s success—and in the
thirteen movies that followed—was the unique environment that Catmull and his colleagues built at Pixar,
based on leadership and management philosophies that protect the creative process and defy convention,
such as: • Give a good idea to a mediocre team, and they will screw it up. But give a mediocre idea to a
great team, and they will either ﬁx it or come up with something better. • If you don’t strive to uncover what
is unseen and understand its nature, you will be ill prepared to lead. • It’s not the manager’s job to prevent
risks. It’s the manager’s job to make it safe for others to take them. • The cost of preventing errors is often
far greater than the cost of ﬁxing them. • A company’s communication structure should not mirror its
organizational structure. Everybody should be able to talk to anybody.
Reading Junot Diaz Christopher Gonzalez 2015-12-28 Dominican American author and Pulitzer Prize–winner
Junot Díaz has gained international fame for his blended, cross-cultural ﬁction. Reading Junot Díaz is the ﬁrst
study to focus on his complete body of published works. It explores the totality of his work and provides a
concise view of the interconnected and multilayered narrative that weaves throughout Díaz’s writings.
Christopher González analyzes both the formal and thematic features and discusses the work in the context
of speculative and global ﬁction as well as Caribbean and Latino/a culture and language. Topics such as race,
masculinity, migration, and Afro-Latinidad are examined in depth. González provides a synthesis of the
prevailing critical studies of Díaz and oﬀers many new insights into his work.
1Q84 Haruki Murakami 2011-10-25 NATIONAL BESTSELLER • The year is 1984 and the city is Tokyo. A young
woman named Aomame follows a taxi driver’s enigmatic suggestion and begins to notice puzzling
discrepancies in the world around her. She has entered, she realizes, a parallel existence, which she calls
1Q84 —“Q is for ‘question mark.’ A world that bears a question.” Meanwhile, an aspiring writer named Tengo
takes on a suspect ghostwriting project. He becomes so wrapped up with the work and its unusual author
that, soon, his previously placid life begins to come unraveled. As Aomame’s and Tengo’s narratives
converge over the course of this single year, we learn of the profound and tangled connections that bind
them ever closer: a beautiful, dyslexic teenage girl with a unique vision; a mysterious religious cult that
instigated a shoot-out with the metropolitan police; a reclusive, wealthy dowager who runs a shelter for
abused women; a hideously ugly private investigator; a mild-mannered yet ruthlessly eﬃcient bodyguard;
and a peculiarly insistent television-fee collector. A love story, a mystery, a fantasy, a novel of self-discovery,
a dystopia to rival George Orwell’s—1Q84 is Haruki Murakami’s most ambitious undertaking yet: an instant
best seller in his native Japan, and a tremendous feat of imagination from one of our most revered
contemporary writers.
Rebellious Bodies Russell Meeuf 2017-03-28 Celebrity culture today teems with stars who challenge longheld ideas about a "normal" body. Plus-size and older actresses are rebelling against the cultural obsession
with slender bodies and youth. Physically disabled actors and actresses are moving beyond the stock roles
and stereotypes that once constrained their opportunities. Stars of various races and ethnicities are crafting
new narratives about cultural belonging, while transgender performers are challenging our culture's
assumptions about gender and identity. But do these new players in contemporary entertainment media
truly signal a new acceptance of body diversity in popular culture? Focusing on six key examples—Melissa
McCarthy, Gabourey Sidibe, Peter Dinklage, Danny Trejo, Betty White, and Laverne Cox—Rebellious Bodies
examines the new body politics of stardom, situating each star against a prominent cultural anxiety about
bodies and inclusion, evoking issues ranging from the obesity epidemic and the rise of postracial rhetoric to
disability rights, Latino/a immigration, an aging population, and transgender activism. Using a wide variety of
sources featuring these celebrities—ﬁlms, TV shows, entertainment journalism, and more—to analyze each
one's media persona, Russell Meeuf demonstrates that while these stars are promoted as examples of a
supposedly more inclusive industry, the reality is far more complex. Revealing how their bodies have become
sites for negotiating the still-contested boundaries of cultural citizenship, he uncovers the stark limitations of
inclusion in a deeply unequal world.
Media Interview Techniques Robert Taylor 2015-11-03 Never has media training been more relevant, or
in-demand. Conﬁdently deliver a key message, even in crisis conditions, and represent yourself or your
organization using this unique collection of models and techniques. Featuring insightful anecdotes of
interviews from the likes of George W. Bush, HRH Prince Philip, and more, this is a must-read for any PR
executive, press oﬃcer or communications professional. Any individual preparing for an interview with the
media, however practised or well-rehearsed they are, worries about failing to convey the essential points, or
encountering that awkward question in the glare of public scrutiny. As media channels multiply by the day,
oﬀering ever more opportunities for exposure, so they also present a growing probability of ﬁnding oneself in
front of the camera, webcam, or microphone in a make-or-break encounter where every word, gesture or
expression counts. Media Interview Techniques is the authoritative guide to giving successful media
interviews, combining the author's own unique models and techniques with a survey of published research
and inﬂuential opinion, to help the reader prepare for any occasion when called upon to represent an
organization publicly. Supported throughout with insightful anecdotes and transcripts of good and bad
interviews given by George W. Bush, HRH Prince Philip, David Cameron and numerous public ﬁgures, this
book presents a methodology which has been proven across the spectrum of industry sectors both nationally
and internationally. Written for those who speak on behalf of commercial companies, public services,
charities, NGOs, or as a subject expert (or for those brieﬁng clients prior to interviews), no communications
professional can aﬀord to be without a copy. The book is also supported by online resources, including web
links to relevant media interviews for each chapter and high-proﬁle news stories.
Fibershed Rebecca Burgess 2019-11-19
Burning Man Jennifer Raiser 2014-08-08 Every August, tens of thousands of participants gather to celebrate
artistic expression in Nevada's barren Black Rock Desert. This vastly inhospitable location, called the playa,
is the site of Burning Man, where, within a 9-mile fence, artists called Burners create a temporary city
devoted to art and participation. Braving extreme elements, over two hundred wildly ambitious works of art
are created and intended to delight, provoke, involve, or amaze. In 2013, over 68,000 people attended - the
highest number ever allowed on the playa. As Burning Man has created new context, new categories of art
have emerged since its inception, including Art to Ride, Collaborative Art, and of course, Art to Burn. Burning
Man: Art on Fire is an authorized collection of some of the most stunning examples of Burning Man art.
Experience the amazing sculptures, art, stories, and interviews from the world's greatest gathering of artists.
Get lost in a rich gallery of images showcasing the best examples of playa art with 170 photos. Interviews
with the artists reveal not only their motivation to create art speciﬁcally for Burning Man, but they also
illuminate the dramatic eﬀorts it took to create their pieces. Featuring the incredible photography of longtime Burning Man photographers, Sidney Erthal and Scott London, an introduction from Burning Man founder
Larry Harvey, and a foreword from Will Chase, this stunning gift book allows Burners and enthusiasts alike to
have a piece of Burning Man with them all year around.
Blue Mind Wallace J. Nichols 2014-07-22 A landmark book by marine biologist Wallace J. Nichols on the
remarkable eﬀects of water on our health and well-being. Why are we drawn to the ocean each summer?
Why does being near water set our minds and bodies at ease? In BLUE MIND, Wallace J. Nichols
revolutionizes how we think about these questions, revealing the remarkable truth about the beneﬁts of
being in, on, under, or simply near water. Combining cutting-edge neuroscience with compelling personal
stories from top athletes, leading scientists, military veterans, and gifted artists, he shows how proximity to
water can improve performance, increase calm, diminish anxiety, and increase professional success. BLUE
MIND not only illustrates the crucial importance of our connection to water-it provides a paradigm shifting
"blueprint" for a better life on this Blue Marble we call home.
Not For Luck Derek Sheﬃeld 2021-01-01 Selected by Mark Doty for the 2019 Wheelbarrow Books Poetry
Prize In Not For Luck, Derek Sheﬃeld ushers us into the beauty and grace that comes from giving attention
to the interconnections that make up our lives. In particular, these poems explore a father’s relationship with
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his daughters, which is rooted in place and time. There is tenderness and an abiding ecological
consciousness, but also loss and heartache, especially about environmental degradation. We are invited to
listen to the languages of other beings. Through encounters with a herd of deer, a circle of salmon in a
mountain creek, two bears on a stretch of coast, a river otter, and a shiny-eyed wood rat, these poems oﬀer
moments of wonder that celebrate our place as one species among many on our only earth.
Txt Me B. Bonin Bough 2016-08-16 What's bigger than the internet? Putting it in every pocket, and in every
purse. This changes everything, in ways we are only beginning to understand. Mobile devices have become
staples of daily life, and our nonstop use of them has changed society . . . forever. In Txt Me, B. Bonin Bough,
one of the world's leaders in digital marketing, explores the exciting impact and future implications of mobile
devices and digital communication on individuals, companies, and society. Including insights from the minds
behind Coca-Cola, Conde Nast, NASCAR, and Twitter, Bough breaks down the often counterintuitive ways
mobile devices and digital data are reshaping the way we experience, consume, and think, including: Why
consumers now have more control of their shopping and spending How mobile phones have actually
"rescued" language Why parents—not kids—should put down their phones How our relationship with
politicians has evolved—and improved Why cell phones have improved our interaction with our
surroundings—not hindered it How mobile devices are enabling us to better monitor, and enhance, our
personal health Txt Me is a fascinating, funny, entertaining exploration of how our mobile society is changing
the way we are behaving, reacting, thinking, learning, parenting, dating, having sex, eating, worshiping,
exercising, and buying. It will challenge, surprise, provoke, and inspire you. Yes, the number on the cover is
real. Text B. Bonin Bough at (646-759-1837) with your answers to any of the questions called out throughout
the book. He will text back with his thoughts. Just remember to include the hashtag of the question you're
answering in each text! Participating in the Txt Me experience may unlock exclusive deals and special oﬀers.
As your contribution is most important, please keep in mind that standard carrier rates regarding SMS or
data may apply, and you can opt out whenever you wish by texting "Stop."
We are Experienced Danielle Levitt 2008 Levitt's passion and commitment to documenting American youth
culture is showcased through this collection depicting adolescents in a variety of urban, suburban and rural
settings; as individuals and in groups, loaded with signiﬁers both mainstream and marginal.
More Letters of Note Shaun Usher 2015-10-01 More Letters of Note is another rich and inspiring collection,
which reminds us that much of what matters in our lives ﬁnds its way into our letters. These letters deliver
the same mix of the heartfelt, the historically signiﬁcant, the tragic, the comic and the unexpected. Discover
Richard Burton's farewell note to Elizabeth Taylor, Helen Keller's letter to The New York Symphony Orchestra
about 'hearing' their concert through her ﬁngers, the ﬁnal missives from a doomed Japan Airlines ﬂight in
1985, David Bowie's response to his ﬁrst piece of fan mail from America and even Albus Dumbledore writing
to a reader applying for the position of Defence Against the Dark Arts Professor at Hogwarts. Including letters
from: Jane Austen, Richard Burton, Helen Keller, Alan Turing, Albus Dumbledore, Eleanor Roosevelt, Henry
James, Sylvia Plath, John Lennon, Gerald Durrell, Janis Joplin, Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart, Janis Joplin, Hunter
S. Thompson, C. G. Jung, Katherine Mansﬁeld, Marge Simpson, David Bowie, Dorothy Parker, Buckminster
Fuller, Beatrix Potter, Che Guevara, Evelyn Waugh, Charlotte Brontë and many more.
Wildland Evan Osnos 2021-09-14 After a decade abroad, the National Book Award– and Pulitzer Prize–winning
writer Evan Osnos returns to three places he has lived in the United States—Greenwich, CT; Clarksburg, WV;
and Chicago, IL—to illuminate the origins of America’s political fury. Evan Osnos moved to Washington, D.C.,
in 2013 after a decade away from the United States, ﬁrst reporting from the Middle East before becoming the
Beijing bureau chief at the Chicago Tribune and then the China correspondent for The New Yorker. While
abroad, he often found himself making a case for America, urging the citizens of Egypt, Iraq, or China to trust
that even though America had made grave mistakes throughout its history, it aspired to some foundational
moral commitments: the rule of law, the power of truth, the right of equal opportunity for all. But when he
returned to the United States, he found each of these principles under assault. In search of an explanation
for the crisis that reached an unsettling crescendo in 2020—a year of pandemic, civil unrest, and political
turmoil—he focused on three places he knew ﬁrsthand: Greenwich, Connecticut; Clarksburg, West Virginia;
and Chicago, Illinois. Reported over the course of six years, Wildland follows ordinary individuals as they
navigate the varied landscapes of twenty-ﬁrst-century America. Through their powerful, often poignant
stories, Osnos traces the sources of America’s political dissolution. He ﬁnds answers in the rightward shift of
the ﬁnancial elite in Greenwich, in the collapse of social infrastructure and possibility in Clarksburg, and in
the compounded eﬀects of segregation and violence in Chicago. The truth about the state of the nation may
be found not in the slogans of political leaders but in the intricate details of individual lives, and in the hidden
connections between them. As Wildland weaves in and out of these personal stories, events in Washington
occasionally intrude, like ﬂames licking up on the horizon. A dramatic, prescient examination of seismic
changes in American politics and culture, Wildland is the story of a crucible, a period bounded by two shocks
to America’s psyche, two assaults on the country’s sense of itself: the attacks of September 11 in 2001 and
the storming of the U.S. Capitol on January 6, 2021. Following the lives of everyday Americans in three cities
and across two decades, Osnos illuminates the country in a startling light, revealing how we lost the moral
conﬁdence to see ourselves as larger than the sum of our parts.
Gun Baby Gun Iain Overton 2015-04-16 SHORTLISTED FOR THE CWA NON-FICTION DAGGER In some places,
it's easier to get a gun than a glass of water. In some places, you are allowed to carry concealed ﬁrearms
into schools. In some places, there are more guns than people to shoot them. There are almost one billion
guns across the globe today - more than ever before. Every minute of every day, someone somewhere is
shot. Gun Baby Gun is a hard-hitting and urgent investigation into the gun's lifespan, into our hugely
complex relationship with ﬁrearms and their undeniable, long-reaching and often hidden impact. Along the
way, award-winning journalist Iain Overton unearths some stark truths about the everyday human cost of
gun crime.
Styling Masculinity Kristen Barber 2016-08-24 The twenty-ﬁrst century has seen the emergence of a new
style of man: the metrosexual. Overwhelmingly straight, white, and wealthy, these impeccably coiﬀed urban
professionals spend big money on everything from facials to pedicures, all part of a multi-billion-dollar male
grooming industry. Yet as this innovative study reveals, even as the industry encourages men to invest more
in their appearance, it still relies on women to do much of the work. Styling Masculinity investigates how
men’s beauty salons have persuaded their clientele to regard them as masculine spaces. To answer this
question, sociologist Kristen Barber goes inside Adonis and The Executive, two upscale men’s salons in
Southern California. Conducting detailed observations and extensive interviews with both customers and
employees, she shows how female salon workers not only perform the physical labor of snipping, tweezing,
waxing, and exfoliating, but also perform the emotional labor of pampering their clients and pumping up
their masculine egos. Letting salon employees tell their own stories, Barber not only documents occasions
when these workers are objectiﬁed and demeaned, but also explores how their jobs allow for creativity and
confer a degree of professional dignity. In the process, she traces the vast network of economic and social
relations that undergird the burgeoning male beauty industry.
Applied Predictive Modeling Max Kuhn 2013-05-17 Applied Predictive Modeling covers the overall
predictive modeling process, beginning with the crucial steps of data preprocessing, data splitting and
foundations of model tuning. The text then provides intuitive explanations of numerous common and modern
regression and classiﬁcation techniques, always with an emphasis on illustrating and solving real data
problems. The text illustrates all parts of the modeling process through many hands-on, real-life examples,
and every chapter contains extensive R code for each step of the process. This multi-purpose text can be
used as an introduction to predictive models and the overall modeling process, a practitioner’s reference
handbook, or as a text for advanced undergraduate or graduate level predictive modeling courses. To that
end, each chapter contains problem sets to help solidify the covered concepts and uses data available in the
book’s R package. This text is intended for a broad audience as both an introduction to predictive models as
well as a guide to applying them. Non-mathematical readers will appreciate the intuitive explanations of the
techniques while an emphasis on problem-solving with real data across a wide variety of applications will aid
practitioners who wish to extend their expertise. Readers should have knowledge of basic statistical ideas,
such as correlation and linear regression analysis. While the text is biased against complex equations, a
mathematical background is needed for advanced topics.
Stem Cells in Regenerative Medicine Alain A. Vertes 2015-12-02 This book is a unique guide to emerging
stem cell technologies and the opportunities for their commercialisation. It provides in-depth analyses of the
science, business, legal, and ﬁnancing fundamentals of stem cell technologies, oﬀering a holistic assessment
of this emerging and dynamic segment of the ﬁeld of regenerative medicine. • Reviews the very latest
advances in the technology and business of stem cells used for therapy, research, and diagnostics •
Identiﬁes key challenges to the commercialisation of stem cell technology and avenues to overcome
problems in the pipeline • Written by an expert team with extensive experience in the business, basic and
applied science of stem cell research This comprehensive volume is essential reading for researchers in cell
biology, biotechnology, regenerative medicine, and tissue engineering, including scientists and professionals,
looking to enter commercial biotechnology ﬁelds.
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costume, makeup, and hair, have continually adapted to new conditions, making the transitions from stage
to screen, from monochrome to color, and from analog to digital. Together, the book’s contributors give us a
remarkable glimpse into how these crafts foster creative collaboration and improvisation, often fashioning
striking looks and ingenious eﬀects out of limited materials. Costume, Makeup, and Hair not only considers
these crafts in relation to a wide range of ﬁlm genres, from sci-ﬁ spectacles to period dramas, but also
examines the role they have played in the larger marketplace for fashion and beauty products. Drawing on
rare archival materials and lavish color illustrations, this volume provides readers with both a
groundbreaking history of ﬁlm industry labor and an appreciation of cinematic costume, makeup, and
hairstyling as distinct art forms.
Bunk Kevin Young 2017-11-14 Longlisted for the National Book Award for Nonﬁction “There Kevin Young
goes again, giving us books we greatly need, cleverly disguised as books we merely want. Unexpectedly
essential.”—Marlon James Award-winning poet and critic Kevin Young tours us through a rogue’s gallery of
hoaxers, plagiarists, forgers, and fakers—from the humbug of P. T. Barnum and Edgar Allan Poe to the
unrepentant bunk of JT LeRoy and Donald J. Trump. Bunk traces the history of the hoax as a peculiarly
American phenomenon, examining what motivates hucksters and makes the rest of us so gullible.
Disturbingly, Young ﬁnds that fakery is woven from stereotype and suspicion, race being the most insidious
American hoax of all. He chronicles how Barnum came to fame by displaying ﬁgures like Joice Heth, a black
woman whom he pretended was the 161-year-old nursemaid to George Washington, and What Is It?, an
African American man Barnum professed was a newly discovered missing link in evolution. Bunk then turns
to the hoaxing of history and the ways that forgers, plagiarists, and journalistic fakers invent backstories and
falsehoods to sell us lies about themselves and about the world in our own time, from pretend Native
Americans Grey Owl and Nasdijj to the deadly imposture of Clark Rockefeller, from the made-up memoirs of
James Frey to the identity theft of Rachel Dolezal. In this brilliant and timely work, Young asks what it means
to live in a post-factual world of “truthiness” where everything is up for interpretation and everyone is
subject to a pervasive cynicism that damages our ideas of reality, fact, and art.
Vagabonds! Eloghosa Osunde 2022-03-15 VAGABONDS! is a tumultuous and unexpectedly joyous novel of
oppression and deﬁance among the people and spirits of Lagos. ‘You don’t read this novel. You swan dive
into it, then gasp in wonder’ Marlon James, author of A Brief History of Seven Killings
We Humans and the Intelligent Machines Jörg Dräger 2020-04-09 Defeat cancer before it develops. Prevent
crime before it happens. Get the perfect job without having to know the right people. Algorithms turn longwished-for dreams into reality. At the same time, they can weaken solidarity in healthcare systems, lead to
discriminatory court judgements and exclude individuals from the labor market. Algorithms are already
deeply determining our lives. This book uses illuminating examples to describe the opportunities and risks
machine-based decision-making presents for each of us. It also oﬀers speciﬁc suggestions for ensuring
artiﬁcial intelligence serves society as it should.
Art + Fashion E.P. Cutler 2015-10-13 A volume of magniﬁcent proportions, Art + Fashion is as exciting and
elegant as the creative partnerships it celebrates. Spanning numerous eras, men and women's fashion, and
a wide range of art mediums, these 25 collaborative projects reveal the astonishing work that results when
luminaries from the art world (such as Pollock, Haring, and Hirst) come together with icons of the fashion
world (including Saint Laurent, Westwood, McQueen). From 20th-century legends such as Elsa Schiaparelli
and her famous lobster dress painted by Salvador Dalí to 21st-century trailblazers such as Cindy Sherman
and her self-portraits in vintage Chanel, these electric and provocative pairings—represented in lavish
visuals and thoughtful essays reﬂecting on the history of each project—brim with the energy and possibility
of powerful forces uniting.

Fashion Journalism Julie Bradford 2014-08-27 Fashion Journalism presents a comprehensive overview of
how fashion journalism operates and how to report on fashion. Encompassing skills for print and online
media, the book includes many case studies and interviews with fashion journalists working for newspapers,
magazines, broadcasting and websites, as well as with stylists, PR executives, photographers and bloggers.
The ﬁrst hand explanations of these roles and practical tips and advice are accompanied by analysis of
examples from their work. The business of fashion and fashion PR is explained for the trainee journalist,
oﬀering practical guidance on how to report eﬀectively on fashion – from sources and research to writing and
layout., with chapter including suggested exercises and further reading. Covering a broad range of subject
areas, from law and ethics and using social media to fashion theory and reporting the catwalk, this text
oﬀers everything a student or trainee needs to know to excel in fashion journalism.
How to Go Mad without Losing Your Mind La Marr Jurelle Bruce 2021-04-26 “Hold tight. The way to go mad
without losing your mind is sometimes unruly.” So begins La Marr Jurelle Bruce's urgent provocation and
poignant meditation on madness in black radical art. Bruce theorizes four overlapping meanings of madness:
the lived experience of an unruly mind, the psychiatric category of serious mental illness, the emotional state
also known as “rage,” and any drastic deviation from psychosocial norms. With care and verve, he explores
the mad in the literature of Amiri Baraka, Gayl Jones, and Ntozake Shange; in the jazz repertoires of Buddy
Bolden, Sun Ra, and Charles Mingus; in the comedic performances of Richard Pryor and Dave Chappelle; in
the protest music of Nina Simone, Lauryn Hill, and Kendrick Lamar, and beyond. These artists activate
madness as content, form, aesthetic, strategy, philosophy, and energy in an enduring black radical tradition.
Joining this tradition, Bruce mobilizes a set of interpretive practices, aﬀective dispositions, political principles,
and existential orientations that he calls “mad methodology.” Ultimately, How to Go Mad without Losing Your
Mind is both a study and an act of critical, ethical, radical madness.
A Toolbox for the Application of the Rules of Targeting Tetyana (Tanya) Krupiy 2016-02-29 How
military commanders interpret the rules of targeting impacts not only on whether civilians and civilian
objects are harmed in the course of a military operation, but also on the scale of harm that ensues.
Commentators have queried whether military commanders observed the law even when parties to a conﬂict
acted in accordance with mandates to protect civilians, as was the case when a coalition of states bombed
targets in Libya in 2011. However, limited guidance is publicly available on how military commanders apply
these rules on the battleﬁeld. In order to allow military commanders to exercise judgment in determining
what steps they are required to take to spare civilians in a speciﬁc set of circumstances, the rules of
targeting are formulated in an open-ended fashion, which complicates one’s ability to evaluate whether a
particular military operation complies with the law. By examining case studies ranging from Operation Desert
Storm in 1991 to Operation Protective Edge in 2014, this book addresses lacunae in current scholarship. It
puts forward principles which capture how military commanders deliberate while interpreting what the rules
of targeting require in particular scenarios. International humanitarian law, this book contends, places a duty
on attackers to assume risk in order to mitigate danger to civilians. Drawing on the ﬁeld of psychology, this
study provides an explanation of how military commanders assess when circumstances do not permit them
to inform civilians about a forthcoming attack.
Costume, Makeup, and Hair Adrienne L. McLean 2016-10-07 Movie buﬀs and ﬁlm scholars alike often
overlook the importance of makeup artists, hair stylists, and costumers. With precious few but notable
exceptions, creative workers in these ﬁelds have received little public recognition, even when their artistry
goes on to inspire worldwide fashion trends. From the acclaimed Behind the Silver Screen series, Costume,
Makeup, and Hair charts the development of these three crafts in the American ﬁlm industry from the 1890s
to the present. Each chapter examines a diﬀerent era in ﬁlm history, revealing how the arts of cinematic
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